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Codeware Announces New Shopfloor Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) Offering
ASME IX Fabrication Management System

Sarasota, Florida: Codeware today announced the launch of Codeware Shopfloor®, a breakthrough online software platform that manages fabrication-related documentation for ASME® pressure vessels and heat exchangers. Shopfloor provides fabrication shops with a seamless way to coordinate the activities of their engineering, quality control and drafting departments while ensuring ASME Section IX code compliance.

“This marks the second platform ever introduced by Codeware. With Shopfloor, our goal was to revolutionize how fabrication shops coordinate their work and provide client-deliverables,” said Nicole Bildy, Codeware’s General Manager. “For example, to manage welds in Shopfloor clients can simply import a COMPRESS®-designed equipment model, review auto-suggested procedures and welders and then send a solid model of the equipment, complete with WPS references, to drafting.”

Shopfloor is a Native Cloud Application (NCA) that offers the latest in data management, access and security. It also provides:

- Tracking of customers, jobs and equipment
- Management of employees, welder continuity, shop locations and work sites
- Record keeping for ASME I, IV, VIII, IX and PCC-1 forms as well as NBIC R-1, R-2 and R-3 forms

About Codeware Inc. (www.codeware.com): Codeware develops and supplies software for ASME equipment design, fabrication and maintenance for use in various industries including oil and gas, petrochemicals, water treatment, food production, transportation and biofuels. Founded in 1983, Codeware currently has clients in more than 65 countries.